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ABSTRACT. Should a growing market for genetic self-tests be welcomed or feared?
From the point of view of personal autonomy the increasing availability of predictive

health information seems promising. Yet it is frequently pointed out that genetic
information about future health may cause anxiety, distress and even loss of ‘‘life-
hopes.’’ In this article the argument that genetic self-tests undermine personal
autonomy is assessed and criticized. I contend that opportunities for autonomous

choice are not reduced by genetic information but by misperceptions and misun-
derstandings of the results of genetic tests. Since the interpretation of genetic
information is sometimes distorted by the information provided about the genetic

products, more attention should be given to deceitful marketing that overblows the
utility of genetic products. Yet personal autonomy is reduced neither by genetic tests
nor by genetic information and there is consequently no compelling case for the

conclusion that genetic self-tests should be prohibited.
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INTRODUCTION

Genetic self-tests are increasingly made available by a growing
number of commercial actors directly to consumers. Although com-
mercial genetic testing services remain largely unregulated in the US
and Britain, legislators have responded negatively to this trend in
some European countries. Norway and Germany, for example, have
prohibited the use of gene tests by non-professionals altogether.1

Moreover, a legal ban is introduced by Article 18 of the Oveido
Convention that has been enacted by the European Council.2 An
important reason for the growing concerns with genetic testing gen-
erally, and genetic self-tests in particular, is their capacity to predict
future health conditions even among non-symptomatic people. Al-
though it is controversial whether gene tests differ in significant re-
spects from other medical tests, there is little doubt that gene tests are
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particularly powerful in this respect. Because the predictive infor-
mation provided by such tests may be difficult to understand, it is
commonly believed that genetic information may have serious psy-
chological and social consequences for the individual. Thus, a fre-
quently cited reason for regulating and restricting genetic self-tests is
the need to secure individual health and welfare.3

In this paper I ask the separate question whether the commer-
cialization of genetic self-test services would be harmful, not just in
terms of personal health, but in terms of personal autonomy. The
focus on self-tests is particularly interesting in this regard since
only they offer the individual the opportunity to decide indepen-
dently whether to perform genetic testing. In this context the
prospects for personal autonomy would in other words be much
more favorable than in contexts where clinicians, counselors, or
other professionals are intervening. Yet at present critics seem to
believe this is not the case. They argue that the commercialization
of genetic self-tests would threaten people’s ability to make in-
formed judgements and adversely affect the individual’s ability to
make autonomous choices. Paradoxically, it is a common belief
that restrictions on access to genetic information and tests that
would restrict the opportunities available to individuals are justified
because they protect the personal autonomy of individuals.4

Among those in agreement with this view there are two distinct
worries. The first is that marketing strategies employed in order to
attract consumers to genetic test services of any kind tend to be
‘‘manipulative.’’5 The fear is that consumers will be deceived into
false expectations about genetic testing that would undermine their
independence and autonomy. The second worry is that the genetic
information provided by such tests would distort the individual’s
perceptions of her future life, thereby reducing the alternatives
available for the realization of autonomous life-plans.6 In sum,
commercial use of genetic self-tests is said to be a threat to the
freedom of the individual rather than being its savior. These
arguments are examined in what follows. As I will attempt to
show, the dangers inherent in the commercialization of genetic
testing services do not derive from the genetic products or the
genetic information. Rather, the risks for personal autonomy in
this field follow from the way genetic self-tests are handled by
commercial actors and consumers. In order to minimize the risks
of genetic self-tests we should consequently focus more on securing
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sincere marketing and competent consumers and less on the
putative dangers of genetic testing per se.

Measuring Personal Autonomy

The basic meaning of the ideal of personal autonomy I shall take to
be that what matters is the ability of individuals to respond to their
personal visions and ideals. What make people’s lives autonomous
according to this view is not what lives people live but how they live
their lives. A person is autonomous to the extent that he or she acts
successfully on preferences and beliefs that he or she has freely ac-
cepted. There are consequently two conditions of autonomy that I
shall simply refer to as self-control and self-realization.7

Exercising self-control depends on the ability to assess critically
one’s preferences in light of the information at hand. The metaphors
of being in control, being in charge, or being the author of one’s life,
all trade on the possibility of some part of the self assessing another
part. Consequently, writers on autonomy typically endorse a termi-
nology where distinctions are drawn between first and second order
preferences or between wants and ideals. Self-control is exercised by
constantly evaluating the value and urgency of the first order pref-
erences or wants you may have. Yet autonomous people do not
merely value the reflection on what preferences to satisfy, but also
their satisfaction. Self-realization is an important aspect of an
autonomous life. This is not to say that self-realization should be
identified with preference-satisfaction. Self-realization is achieved by
fulfilling the preferences you have decided to satisfy, not by appeasing
the preferences you happen to have.8

If there are two conditions of personal autonomy there are two
ways in which the individual may fail to be autonomous. First there
may be obstacles that prevent a person from thinking autonomously,
subverting the person’s self-control. These obstacles could be defects
in mental capacities or influences from others that distort what a
person believes. Second, there may be obstacles that prevent a person
from acting autonomously, undermining the person’s capacity for
self-realization. These obstacles may be, for example, coercion done
to the person or just the fact that no valuable options are available.9

The conception of autonomy employed here is not the only one
possible. Most importantly, it contrasts with the idea of ‘‘respect for
autonomy’’ frequently recalled in bioethical writings.10 Respect for
autonomy is less demanding than the ideal of personal autonomy in
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that it gives less emphasis to the process by which people’s prefer-
ences are satisfied (self-realization). Respect for autonomy specifies
the constraints that apply on interventions in people’s lives. Yet in
order to promote the ideal of personal autonomy more is needed than
constraints on possible interventions. People achieve personal
autonomy not just by being left alone but by having the capacity to
pursue their life-plans. Given that our concern is with the commercial
provision of gene-tests, there cannot be much concern with respect
for autonomy. Commercial actors possess few means of physical
coercion and are therefore unlikely to produce many violations of the
right to non-interference. There is much more uncertainty however
whether the commercial use of genetic tests will promote the ideal of
autonomy. Are there reasons for concern that the commercialization
of genetic self-testing services will undermine people’s self-control or
their potential for self-realization?

Market Information and Self-Control

Different mechanisms are at work in the providing of information
about genetic products (i.e., information about the market) and in the
providing of information from genetic test-kits (i.e., genetic infor-
mation). In both cases actors with profit-maximizing incentives supply
the information. Yet, given certain plausible assumptions, these
incentives will affect information about the test-kits much more than it
will affect the information generated by them. One assumption is that
the information about test-kits is more closely related to commercial
incentives. Whereas information about the genetic product generates
consumers of genetic self-tests, the genetic information as such does
not. A further assumption is that the procedures for generating
information about test-kits and commercial products generally are
less well established than the procedures used in generating genetic
and other medical information. Costs in terms of credibility will
therefore be higher in violating norms of genetic analysis than in
violating the vague norms for marketing of genetic products. There is
consequently reason to suspect that marketing of genetic self-test will
overstate the usefulness of these services to consumers. But in what
sense would this constitute a threat to personal autonomy?

It should be clear that marketing that exaggerates the utility of gene
tests for consumers would be deceptive. This is not to say that the
information is necessarily false. Deception frequently involves the use
of selective, albeit correct, information and emotional forms of
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communication thatwill encourage the perception that such and such is
the case.11 As a consequence people who are deceived have their self-
control undermined since they can no longer endorse preferences cor-
responding to their life-plans.Anexamplewill illustrate this judgement.

Consider a woman with an interest in knowledge about the risks of
developing breast-cancer. She now finds an advertisement telling her,
incorrectly, that a genetic test would bring her assurance. On the
basis of the information the woman concludes that purchasing a gene
test would be the best way to satisfy her preferences. Yet this first
order preference is based on deceptive information. The woman
would have been more in self-control if told, instead, that even
accurate negative test results provide no guarantee against breast
cancer since the genetic factor is not fully determinate. Given such
information the woman would have been able to form first order
preferences appropriately corresponding to her interests in knowl-
edge about future health. After all, this is the preference that matters,
not the preference for gene testing.

Indeed, there is some evidence that this scenario is far from
hypothetical. It has been found that companies marketing genetic
tests for some varieties of breast cancers greatly exaggerate the inci-
dences of the condition.12 Furthermore, a comprehensive study of
genetic test services marketed on the Internet concluded that con-
sumer expectations were likely to be ‘‘inflated’’ by the information
provided.13 By providing biased or otherwise inaccurate information
such marketing would undermine self-control and thus be contrary to
personal autonomy.

It is worth notice that this conclusion differs from the legal anal-
ysis of deceptive marketing. On the legalistic view, deceptive mar-
keting of genetic products might constitute a legitimate ground for
complaint by the consumer. The reason is that the provision of ge-
netic self-test’s is a commercial activity and as such makes use of an
existing legal framework that enable contracts with customers. Since
it cannot be the purpose of the law to enforce deceptive contracts the
consumer would thus be in a position to invalidate such contracts.
Yet by means of vague and ambiguous language in the promotion of
the product offered, and by means of carefully written ‘‘disclaimers,’’
deception in the legal sense is difficult to establish. Losses in personal
autonomy may be apparent although deception in the legal sense is
not. The strictly legal analysis of deceptive marketing is therefore
much less powerful than an analysis that emphasizes the value of
personal autonomy and the obligation to secure people’s self-control.
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Market Information and Self-Realization

Personal autonomy is nevertheless not all about self-control, it in-
volves self-realization too. Self-realization is achieved not by reflect-
ing on your preferences but by satisfying them. In this regard
commercial actors seem well equipped. Typically, markets are as-
sumed to be effective in offering a wide array of alternatives and
choices. So, will the commercialization of genetic self-tests increase
self-realization by increasing the potential for preference-satisfaction?

From the perspective of the potential consumer, the answer ini-
tially seems to be positive. Since markets have a great capacity to
satisfy various preferences they are said to maximize people’s chances
of pursuing their own personal ideals. And if gene-tests were offered
for consumption they would surely increase opportunities for pref-
erence-satisfaction. This is not to say that the information provided
by the test increases personal autonomy. It is to say that the option to
purchase a genetic self-test is likely to be valuable for many people.

But the value of options depends on the accuracy of the infor-
mation available. Here we need to take into account the previous
observation that the information could be deceptive. And if the
information about an option is deceptive the value of that option is
clearly reduced. The value of accepting harmless but ineffective
treatment on the false belief that the treatment is highly effective is
likely to be negative. Of course, it could be argued that incorrect
information as such is not antithetic to personal autonomy, since
autonomous actors are responsible themselves for evaluating the
information received. A is no less autonomous only because the
information provided by B is incorrect. For this reason falsity is not
necessarily contrary to the ideal of self-direction.14 But this point in
no way denies that deception is contrary to self-direction. A is de-
ceived when endorsing false beliefs as a result of B’s intentionally
providing incorrect information. If personal autonomy requires self-
direction, we have to admit that influences that make our preferences
less reasoned are to that extent contrary to personal autonomy.

In fact, deceptive information about the option to purchase gene
tests undermines self-control as well as self-realization. Self-control is
undermined because the preferences you act on may not be the pref-
erences you would have acted on in light of more correct information.
Self-realization is undermined because this process consumes time and
resources, making the satisfaction of other preferences more costly.15

Thus, deception reduces a person’s command of her own preferences as
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well as her ability to satisfy them. Self-realization is distorted whenever
self-control is, though the opposite may not always hold. In this sense
self-control is the more basic condition of personal autonomy.16 The
conclusion is that deceptive information about gene tests puts personal
autonomy at risk. Commercial actors that encourage consumers to
accept unrealistic expectations about the benefits of genetic self-tests
undermine, to that extent, people’s self-control and self-realization.

Genetic Information and Autonomy

The next step is to assess the effects on personal autonomy of the
genetic information that consumers retrieve by the use of genetic self-
tests. Could there be any harm in knowledge about one’s personal
health, provided that the information is correct? Some critics believe
so. They argue that genetic information may reduce the opportunities
perceived as valuable in life. For instance, the psychological conse-
quences of knowledge that premature death is certain may deprive a
person of what Elisabeth Hildt calls ‘‘life-hopes.’’17 Similarly, Jörgen
Husted contends that learning about incurable conditions may
‘‘devastate’’ a person’s life.18 According to Husted valuable options
may be ‘‘closed due to the disclosure’’ of the genetic information.19

For example, a person receiving a positive test-result for Hun-
tington’s Chorea in his thirties, indicating certain death within 10 or
20 years, may experience fewer options in life than before the results
were known. The prospect of getting married, having children or
pursuing a career may seem less viable given this information. Similar
experiences could result from information about other genetic con-
ditions that will seriously impair physical or mental capacities (e.g.,
Alzheimer’s) – even if the test only proves a statistical risk.

The distinction between self-control and self-realization should be
kept in mind however. Provided that the information a person re-
ceives is correct, there is no basis for concluding that self-control is
harmed. The knowledge that you will die soon does not impair a
person from critically examining and shaping2 her own preferences.
In fact, a person’s self-control is most plausibly improved by correct
information about the future – even when the information is far from
encouraging. But how are the prospects for self-realization affected?
Surely many options in life are closed or made meaningless by the
information that death or serious disease is imminent?

Yet to accept this conclusion is to accept that what matters is belief
in valuable options rather than their existence. But is self-realization
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promoted by a belief in the existence of a long healthy life even when
this belief is, as a matter of fact, unjustified? It seems clear that to
value self-realization, is to care about the preferences actually being
satisfied not in believing that these preferences could be satisfied.
Personal autonomy is achieved when personal ideals are realized, not
when it is believed that they could be realized.

Thus, the reason why the future is closing for a person with
Huntington’s Chorea is not that she believes the future is closing but
the fact that it does. The future is closing for anyone living with
Huntington’s, whether the person is aware of this fact or not. This is
not to deny that some people may feel better from not taking genetic
tests because they fear the psychological consequences of the infor-
mation. According to clinical studies, many people experience dis-
satisfaction, unhappiness or worries when receiving a positive genetic
test for a disease. Some even wished they had not undertaken the
test.20 But whereas avoiding a test could be effective in reducing
unhappiness, it is unclear whether it promotes personal autonomy.
Improving emotional health does not imply that opportunities for
self-realization are improved. Thus autonomous self-realization is
reduced by disease and bad health, not by the belief in disease and
bad health. From the fact that genetic disease ruins life hopes, or
devastates lives, it does not follow that genetic information does.
When genetic information is correct and correctly understood
opportunities for self-realization are not reduced by the information.

Critics may nevertheless be concerned with the impact of genetic
information on personal autonomy. The point could be made that
people sometimes misinterpret test results in ways that distort their
beliefs about what alternatives of action are feasible. Studies have
demonstrated that people tend to be fatalistic when learning that they
suffer from a genetic condition.21 Fatalism could be the result of the
mistaken belief that there are no therapies available for diseases with a
genetic component. Or it could be the result of incorrect assumptions
about the accuracy of the genetic information. Tests for more serious
conditions are, for example, commonly believed to be more accurate
than tests for less serious conditions.22 Thus, the argument could be
made that personal autonomy is abated when the implications of the
genetic information provided are not properly understood. People will
have less ability to control their lives and realize themselves if they
wrongly perceive genetic tests as identifying fatal or other serious
conditions. This is certainly true. Self-control is tainted by misun-
derstandings. And as we have said, when that happens self-realization
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too is undermined. Without accurate information and with no clear
sense of what alternatives are available people cannot be expected to
effectively realize themselves. Misperceptions of genetic information
consequently threaten personal autonomy in both senses.

At this point, however, we need to be reminded about the dis-
tinction between genetic information and people’s beliefs about that
information. To say that misperceptions and misunderstandings
about genetic information are harmful is to say that troubles are
caused by unjustified beliefs. However, unjustified beliefs are not
caused by correct information and, consequently, we cannot say that
correct genetic information is troublesome. When people misunder-
stand genetic information they are not less in self-control because the
information is genetic but because it is misunderstood. The obvious
conclusion is that genetic information is not contrary to personal
autonomy. On the other hand it might be pointed out that if people
are unable to interpret the genetic information released through ge-
netic self-tests, losses in personal autonomy can easily be foreseen.
Restricting access to such information may therefore promote per-
sonal autonomy. But the fact that there might be a correlation
between increasing use of genetic self-tests and decreasing personal
autonomy does not mean that it can be explained by reference to
genetic information. As we have said, only inadequate skills in pro-
cessing the information reduce autonomy. This is to say that personal
autonomy is promoted by measures reducing misunderstandings, not
by avoiding the information that is misunderstood.

Summing Up

To many people the availability of genetic self-tests and genetic
information will make life not just healthier but more autonomous
too. Their ability to plan their lives and to realize themselves would
be enhanced by increasing information about future health. However,
some critics have challenged this view and argued that personal
autonomy is reduced rather than strengthened by the commerciali-
zation of genetic testing services. Arguably, this is one reason for the
present trend to outlaw genetic self-tests. In this article I have argued,
to the contrary, that information about genetic products and genetic
conditions should not be considered as a problem in terms of per-
sonal autonomy as long as the information about these products is
correct and the genetic information they produce is not misunder-
stood. Self-control is not reduced by correct information, genetic or
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not. Only deception and poor understanding of information is con-
trary to self-control. Similarly, the prospects of self-realization are
not reduced by information about future health problems. Only
future health problems reduce opportunities for self-realization.

Given these encouraging observations we are still faced with a
number of problems. As we know that deceptive marketing exists and
that people are likely to misunderstand genetic information, we can
predict that the commercialization of genetic testing devices will be
costly in terms of personal autonomy to some people. But since these
costs are not caused by genetic information our response should not
be aimed at reducing access to such information. There is no reason
therefore to accept the conclusion that direct marketing of genetic
tests should be ‘‘discouraged.’’23 Rather, the aims of public policy
and law should be to establish the conditions that promote correct
marketing of genetic tests as well as correct understanding of genetic
information. This is likely to include imposing strict norms for the
marketing of genetic products and their use. Only by measures that
reduce false expectations of genetic services and increase correct
understandings of genetic information will personal autonomy be
secured in the age of geneticization. In sum, a concern with the ideal
of personal autonomy does not justify prohibiting commercial genetic
self-testing although it may justify steps that regulate the conditions
under which they are made available.
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